Mark Schlosser
SCHA 721
Spring 2010 On-line
Field Experience
Section 1. Activity Log
Activity Description

Date/Time

Person/Position

Meeting to discuss peer observation program

Jan 22
(1)

Mark Schlosser/Grad Student and Jon
Anderson/Grad Student

Meeting with faculty about peer observation program

Jan 29
(1/2)

Mark Schlosser/Grad Student, Jon Anderson/Grad
Student and Faculty Members

Advising new teacher on behavior/student
management strategies

Feb 2
(1)

Mark Schlosser/Grad Student and Curt
Pfleegor/Teacher

Designing peer observation program and schedule

Feb 4
(1)

Mark Schlosser/Grad Student and Jon
Anderson/Grad Student

Observing mentee – classroom visit and follow-up

Feb 8
(1)

Mark Schlosser/Grad Student and Elizabeth
Wildauer/Mentee

Peer observation and follow-up

Feb 18
(1)

Mark Schlosser/Grad Student and Jess
Hyde/Teacher

Meeting with principal and fellow teacher on student
management/behavior issues

Feb 19
(1/2)

Mark Schlosser/Grad Student, Gary
Elder/Principal, and Classroom Teacher

Advising/strategizing on student issues

Feb 22
(1)

Mark Schlosser/Grad Student and Joe
Smelko/Mentee

Discussing progress of peer observation/coaching &
internship

Feb 23
(1)

Mark Schlosser/Grad Student and Jon
Anderson/Grad Student

Pre-observation meeting with principal, discussing
district forms

Feb 24
(1/2)

Mark Schlosser/Grad Student and Gary
Elder/Principal

Reviewing semester readings and PDE forms

Feb 24
(1 ½)

Mark Schlosser/Grad Student

Observing mentee – classroom visit and follow-up

Feb 25
(1)

Mark Schlosser/Grad Student and Joe
Smelko/Mentee

Pre-observation meeting

Mar 1
(1/2)

Mark Schlosser/Grad Student and Bruce
Kemp/Classroom Teacher

Classroom clinical observation

Mar 2
(1)

Mark Schlosser/Grad Student and Bruce
Kemp/Classroom Teacher

Peer observation meeting

Mar 3
(1)

Mark Schlosser/Grad Student and Jon
Anderson/Grad Student

Follow-up meeting from observation

Mar 5
(1/2)

Mark Schlosser/Grad Student and Bruce
Kemp/Classroom Teacher

.Meeting with principal to assess clinical observation
and PDE teacher evaluation forms

Mar 5
(1 ½)

Mark Schlosser/Grad Student and Gary
Elder/Principal

Walk-through observation and follow-up

Mar 8
(1/2)

Mark Schlosser/Grad Student and Clark
Cummings/Classroom Teacher

Writing and revising field experience reports

Mar 9
(1 ½)

Mark Schlosser/Grad Student

Writing and revising field experience reports

Mar 11
(2 ½)

Mark Schlosser/Grad Student

Total Hours

19 ½

Section 2. Clinical Supervision
Glickman (2002) refers to the clinical supervision model as “the best known, oldest, and most
widely used structure” of classroom observation. He describes it in five steps: pre-conference with the
teacher; classroom observation; analyzing and interpreting the observation and determining conference
approach; post-conference with the teacher; and critique of previous four steps. To complete this part of
the field experience I requested to observe a veteran teacher conveniently located across the hall from
my room. As an easy-going, seasoned Science teacher, Mr. Kemp willingly consented to be my guinea
pig.
Step 1. After his consenting, we met to determine an appropriate date and class period. I asked
the standard preliminary questions: what grade level of students; what subject; what could I expect to
see during the lesson; and how he had planned the instruction.
Step 2. During the actual observation I used the “Teaching in Pennsylvania Record” as the
observation tool (described in greater detail in Section 3). The lesson itself proceeded without any
irregularities. The challenge lay with recording comments and descriptions of the lesson; though the
form was sufficiently organized, there was a lot of material to monitor.
Step 3. The TPR observation tool uses an on-line data entry and evaluation system. The
principal allowed me to use his account to collate the data from the observation. Like the iObservation
model, the program generates a complete analysis from the entered information (see
Appendix/Attachment 1).
Step 4. The post-conference took place a few days following the actual observation. Ideally, the
follow-up meeting would have been sooner; however, I needed time to speak with the principal prior to
discussing the completed observation and he experienced some medical issues that kept him out of the
building. In retrospect, the delay allowed additional time to thoroughly consider the observation and
comments. During the post-conference I shared the observation instrument as well as the PDE 428 (see

Appendix/Attachment 2). I can summarize the “Employee Evaluation Form” with the “Overall
Justification for Evaluation” comments from the PDE 428:
Mr. Kemp meets or exceeds the descriptors to justify a “Satisfactory
evaluation. He consistently maintains constructive rapport with his
students, both in and out of the classroom. He participates in curriculum
development to accommodate the changing demands from the state,
actively seeking to enhance the quality of the Science program. In
addition to his duties as Athletic Director, Mr. Kemp represents the school
through Enviro-thon, Ski Club and his work with local community college.
In addition, I made the following recommendations for “Professional Development”: continue to
monitor OV curriculum to guarantee consistency with state requirements and consider tightening the
expectations placed on the students as regards to behavior and academics.
Step 5. Following the “formal” post-conference, I considered the merits of the observation
procedure. The TPR form more than adequately covers the fundamental skills of teaching. Once
entered into the system, it correlates directly with Danielson’s framework as well as the PDE forms.
Structurally, the process will only be successful—both in my and Mr. Kemp’s opinion—if adequate
feedback provides opportunity for further follow-up.

Section 3.
The Oswayo Valley High School currently uses the “Teaching in Pennsylvania Record” as part
of the “Classrooms for the Future” Program. This program is similar to the “iObservation”, on-line
observation form. The principal provided a paper copy of the computer forms for me to use during the
observation. The form itself proved to be somewhat cumbersome. I faced a distinct disadvantage in that
I had not undergone the complete training as described by the program. Though I had familiarized
myself with the form, there was a lot to monitor. In my discussions with the principal, he assured me
that usage of the on-line form, rather than a paper copy, streamlined the process. In addition, frequent
use creates greater familiarity, making the observation easier.
As the principal and I evaluated the results I had recorded a couple of items stood out. First of
all, we both recognized that the “Student Involvement” element may be somewhat subjective. Choosing
only four students to record attention and behavior increased the element of chance into the teacher’s
eventual observation. Secondly, the observation tool provides only a snapshot of the complete lesson.
By recording teacher actions in four or eight minute cycles, you must carefully analyze exactly what
transpires in the room. It almost necessitates a teacher to perform in excess of sixty items in every
cycle. This is a high standard. Thirdly, the “manages behavior” assumes incorrectly that a high score
means a high skill level. In fact, the only way to earn the highest score would be if a teacher needed to
reprimand a student, thereby earning credit for “makes students aware of expectations” or “punishes
appropriately”. A highly competent teacher would experience minimal disruption, therefore scoring low
on some student behavior elements since no discipline matters arose. Overall, the form meets the need to
provide some type of recording tool.

Section 4.
I conducted my 10-minute walk through observation in a Middle School Mathematics class. As
a high school teacher I have limited contact with the middle school students while they are in class; I
scheduled this observation to increase “face-time” with the younger students. I e-mailed my comments
to the teacher and sent a copy to you as well. I have also attached a hard-copy of the e-mail. (see
Appendix/Attachment 3)

Section 5. PDE Teacher Observation Forms
Our small district relies on the principal as the sole instructional supervisor. Though we utilize a
lead teacher for each the middle and high school, the principals bears sole responsibility for observation
and evaluation. As mentioned earlier, the district uses the TPR observation tool. It easily transitions to
Danielson’s framework and to the PDE forms. The principal transfers the raw data gathered from the
TPR to the PDE forms. As required by the state, we use the PDE 426 for Instructional Level I
employees; for convenience, we use the PDE 428 for Instructional Level II. During the formal
evaluation conferences, the principal utilizes both drafts of the forms (TPR and PDE 428), with similar
comments on each. The difference lies primarily with the organization of the material.
One of the challenges we face is with full utilization of the observation process as a formative
process. Perhaps because of time and workload, the principal generally has just one formal clinical
observation. This one class period provides the bulk of the rationale for the performance evaluation. He
does incorporate informal visits and walk-throughs; however, these brief observations seldom bring
comments or suggestions. At the risk of being judgmental, often the “Professional Development Areas”
section offer merely general recommendations and lack follow-up. This may be the weakest component
of our current methodology—limited applications to assisting teachers to improve their instruction. The
forms become a formality to justify a satisfactory evaluation rather than an opportunity for professional
improvement.

Section 6. Summary, Evaluation, and Reflection
During the field experience I met numerous times with a fellow graduate student to discuss a
peer coaching program for our school. Primarily under his leadership, we began a program by which the
teachers could observe colleagues and discuss the techniques observed. We hope to expand this project
as part of enhanced professional development. I also used this field experience to follow-up with two
faculty members for whom I was assigned as mentors. Though both were technically out of the
“mentor” period, it served as a good opportunity to reflect on practices developed and principles learned.
One of the greatest realizations I experienced was that it was easy to observe but difficult to
evaluate. These two concepts, frequently merged, differ significantly. Even though I chose a veteran
teacher and colleague for my clinical supervision I struggled to remain objective. This illustrated to me
the challenge for administrators to remain personally distanced from those for whom that are responsible
to evaluate. In addition, I learned that effective observation hinges on thorough understanding and
familiarity with the observation instrument. I would structure our school’s observation process
differently in two respects: 1) increase the frequency of observations and 2) maintain a greater emphasis
on feedback and follow-up for long-term growth.
The field experience showed the need to rely on a variety of information gathering techniques,
not just one. The clinical observation may be the oldest and most traditional technique, but it certainly
shouldn’t be the sole determining of a teacher’s skill level. An effective principal must not merely meet
the minimal expectations, but exceed them in regards to evaluation. Schools with consistently high
performing teachers and students must be cautious of becoming complacent with past achievements. I
am becoming increasingly aware that the role of the contemporary principal has been relegated to
simply managing the “nuts and bolts” of the school when it needs to be restored to that of being an
instructional leader. Larger districts may have the privilege of a large administrative staff to cover the
many inherent duties of management, but smaller schools must dedicate sufficient time to teacher
observation and evaluation if they expect student improvement.

Attachment/Appendix 1: Observation Instrument

Appendix/Attachment 2: PDE 428

Appendix/Attachment 3: Walk-through e-mail

